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Interview with Piotr Pantoł, Owner and Commercial Director of
Wende Recyclingtech s.c. Ewa i Piotr Pantoł

Anticipating the future of
recycling
A willingness to work extremely hard and a well-developed instinct
for future trends: These are two of the most important qualities of
a successful entrepreneur and are characteristics that Piotr Pantoł,
Owner and Commercial Director of Wende Recyclingtech s.c. Ewa i
Piotr Pantoł, possesses in bucketloads. The Polish company, which
he founded with his wife Ewa in 1998, is a renowned supplier and
installer of recycling machinery and was established at a time when
environmental concerns were in their infancy in Eastern Europe.

“Back in those days, Poland was

processes have also become more

not yet a member of the EU, and

straightforward. In the past, cus-

recycling wasn’t a subject of dis-

toms was a huge barrier; now it is

cussion,” Mr. Pantoł explains. “We

much quicker and more simple.”

have grown the company from
nothing. I guess I just had a feeling

Today, Wende’s comprehensive

about it; somehow, I knew that,

portfolio includes machines, com-

at some point, it would become

plete plants and conveyor belts

a hot topic.” Showing true entre-

for recycling activities involving a

preneurial spirit, Mr. Pantoł acted

wide range of different materials.

on his instincts and created the

“We have installed about 16 large

firm together with his wife. Today

plants with a value of around two
Nihot Recycling Technology is a leading brand of waste separation technology,
which uses controlled air

million EUR,” says Mr. Pantoł.

parts side of the business, while

was an enormous upturn in the

Eastern European countries also

supply and installation of an EBS

Mr. Pantoł looks after the sales

recycling sector, and Mr. Pantoł’s

generated new business. “We have

machine for alternative fuels for

and commercial aspects. With

foresight ensured that Wende was

just delivered a machine to Minsk

building materials manufacturer

Poland’s entry into the EU, there

well positioned to take advantage

in Belarus,” Mr. Pantoł points out.

Lafarge Holcim at its premises in

of the opportunities. In addition

“The legislative situation there

Kuyavia in central Poland.” Wende

to the increase in work in Poland,

has changed dramatically, and

also supplies air cutters, presses

relaxation of restrictions in other

the financial and bureaucratic

and robotic sorters. With a com-

she takes care of the finance, human resources and replacement

Wende is headquartered in Kościerzyce,
with offices in Brzeg and Lodz, where
the machines are reconditioned and
sold to Germany, among others

EUROPEAN
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“One of our current projects is the
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Melting filters for plastic materials is an
important element of Wende’s portfolio

Sliders open bags of waste automatically, eliminating the need for human
contact with potentially hazardous
materials

Wende Recyclingtech
s.c. Ewa i Piotr Pantoł
Kościerzyce 41 E
49314 Kościerzyce
Poland

 +48 77 4169666
 +48 77 4169666

pany motto of ‘Modern recycling

and RDF manufacturers. Although

technology: we sell only the best’,

Poland is the main focus, the com-

quality and reliability underpin the

pany has also supplied machines

company’s service. “We have built

to Ukraine, Romania, Lithuania

the company based on this philos-

and Belarus. “Exports are not our

hard work, honesty, and the fact

“Optical separators and robotic

ophy, and it spans everything from

main focus right now because we

that we take the trouble to ensure

sorters are amazing,” he says.

the machines we supply and the

have so much still to do in Po-

our customers are 100% satisfied.

“The MAX-AI made by BHS is the

installation service to the uniforms

land,” Mr. Pantoł admits. “On the

Customers have to be supported

latter while ZEN Robotics is the

that our engineers wear when they

order books for the next few weeks

whether their machines are under

former. Automation is the future

are in the field,” underlines the

are the delivery of a large plant and

guarantee or not.” Wende also

and comes with many advantages,

Commercial Director. “I place huge

the installation of an air cutter. We

takes good care of its 25 employ-

such as three shift, 24/7 op-

value on this approach, and we

have also signed contracts to sup-

ees, and the Pantołs have created

erations, and it eliminates human

have learnt a great deal through

ply three 40 t shredders, a press

a positive organizational culture,

contact with dangerous materials.”

our work with our partners around

at the central warehouse of a large

where staff feel valued.

Alongside new innovation, great

Europe.”

Polish supermarket chain, and a

 wende@wende.pl
 www.wende.pl

service will remain Wende’s focus.

number of projects for various lo-

Just as he predicted the advent of

“We never sign any contract that

With three sites in Poland, Wende

cal authorities. In total, we have

the recycling industry in Poland,

we can’t deliver. We have a great

serves local authorities, private

sold over 1,000 machines, and our

Mr. Pantoł is convinced that cer-

reputation for keeping our promis-

disposal companies, central ware-

customer base has also reached

tain new trends will dominate the

es, and we want to maintain that,”

houses, the packaging industry

1,000. I attribute our success to

market over the coming years.

Mr. Pantoł sums up.
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Shredders reduce waste materials to a manageable size ready for recycling
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Large presses compress and bale materials as part of the recycling process



Interview with Artur Bartkowiak, President of Andrychowska Fabryka Maszyn DEFUM S.A.

Tapping the full potential of the
booming machine tool market
From a customer’s perspective, the perfect machine tool supplier offers a well-balanced blend
of strong technical competence, ample expertise and a portfolio of products and services tailored to all their specific needs. The Poland-based machine tool manufacturer Andrychowska
Fabryka Maszyn DEFUM S.A. (abbreviated to a more English-speaker friendly ‘AFM DEFUM’)
successfully exceeds customer expectations in all those categories. With 70 years of experience in the industry, AFM DEFUM boasts extensive know-how and a broad spectrum of inhouse developed products and services made to meet each and every need of its demanding
customers.
AFM DEFUM’s A-to-Z service

would not be complete without far-

of holes and planes, machining

highly specialised and the stand-

covers design, technological advi-

reaching advisory service.

on CNC horizontal and vertical

ard machines contain the exact

machining centres, and balanc-

same components. The trick is to

ing.

skilfully put these elements and

sory, production and after-sales.
In manufacturing, AFM DEFUM

In Andrychów, the southern Pol-

specialises in metal-cutting CNC

ish city from which AFM DEFUM

lathes, vertical CNC lathes, Vertical

takes its name, the company op-

“Machine tool construction is

are furnished with a wide array of

Machining Centres and centring

erates a well-equipped machine

our core business. We make the

options and their pricing is in line

machines. For those interested

park of CNC-controlled machine

complete product,” says Artur

with precise customer expecta-

in its comprehensive design-and-

tools like milling machines, hori-

Bartkowiak, President of AFM’s

tions. About 90% of our custom-

production service, AFM DEFUM

zontal/vertical centres and grind-

Management Board. “We also

ers approach us with a well-

readily manufactures made-to-

ers. Apart from supplying ready

construct highly specialised ma-

thought-out set of requirements.

measure machines which are fully

machine tools, AFM DEFUM also

chines, for example intended for

Though the initial discussion-

integrable with end users’ own pro-

uses its spare capacity to process

the automotive or even the avia-

and-design phase may turn out

duction lines and compliant with

such customer-provided material

tion industry. Here, we need to

to be time-consuming, at the end

any functional requirements. AFM

as large steel, cast-iron and steel

create a machine which performs

of the day it translates into profit

DEFUM is more than happy to

casted workpieces. The services

a single operation or a set of oper-

for both the customer and AFM

share its expertise in technological

on offer are turning, boring, mill-

ations much more efficiently than

DEFUM.” Living by the waste-not

process automation, hence its offer

ing, cylindrical grinding, grinding

a standard machine. Both the

principle, AFM DEFUM offers ad-

options together. Our machines

ditional services to its customers.
“To manufacture these tools, we
need to have our own machines in
our mechanical department,” Mr.
Bartkowiak explains. “This means
our machine park is always on the
go, and there’s always some spare
capacity we can use to process
customer-entrusted materials.”
AFM DEFUM also provides a fast
Venus 350 QUALITY of the innovative CNC lathe range, optionally
with pick-up spindle, driven tools and/or ‘Y’ axis
EUROPEAN
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R1600 vertical centre, optionally with
AFM DEFUM rotary and tilting table

and efficient machine repair service.
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Andrychowska Fabryka Maszyn DEFUM S.A.
ul. Stefana Batorego 35
34120 Andrychów
Poland
 +48 33 8752240
 afm@afm.com.pl
 www.afm.com.pl

Two years ago, AFM embarked on

We earned a very good reputation

a new project: an innovative tilting

here, and our customers are very

rotary table. “Most manufacturers

satisfied.”

Harnaś R550 at the Mexpol stand at the Metav Fair, Düsseldorf

but we decided to use torque mo-

The company was established

Finding it crucial to reach out to

Demand for machine tools contin-

tors. This concept is the outcome

before World War II and adopted

both existing and potential cus-

ues to increase. “I am astonished

of our partnership with the West

its current name ‘AFM DEFUM’ in

tomers, AFM DEFUM ensures its

at the boom in the industry,”

Pomeranian University of Technol-

1946, after this turbulent period.

strong and regular presence at

says Mr. Bartkowiak.”Last year,

ogy in Szczecin,” Artur Bartkowiak

From the very outset, AFM DEFUM

trade fairs. Its portfolio and latest

we reorganized our production to

reveals. “The production phase

specialised in lathe production.

innovations were on display at the

increase capacity. It was challeng-

has only been launched, and April

Key milestones in its track record

Metav Trade Fair in Düsseldorf

ing, but the decision was validated

will see the first manufactured

include a 1976 AFM DEFUM-

(February 2018) and will be exhib-

by the figures. In 2017, produc-

model.” This ambitious endeavour

Boehringer contract on slant bed

ited at the Stom-Tool Trade Fair in

tion increased by 62% compared

did not avert AFM DEFUM’s focus

lathe provision and Gildemeister’s

Kielce (April 2018), the Innoform

with 2016. Still, we could have

from existing ranges: the CNC

ordering of mechanical compo-

Trade Fair in Bydgoszcz (April

sold many more machines than

slant bed lathe line now has a new

nents for vertical machining cen-

2018), the Mach-Tool International

we were able to manufacture.

Y-axis model, 20 of which have

tres. The latter encouraged AFM to

Fair in Poznań (June 2018) and

We geared up just in time for the

already been sold to date.

produce vertical centres of its own

the Toolex Trade Fair in Sosnowiec

boom. Now we’re ready for fulfilling

use worm gear transmission to tilt,

design. As concerns ownership:

(October 2018). After a recent

or, to use a more industry-related

Building on its well-established

Glimag S.A., a Gliwice-based Pol-

overhaul, AFM DEFUM’s website

word, tapping our full potential.”

Polish customer base, AFM DE-

ish manufacturer of precise gears

has all the details of its product

FUM ships its products to Germa-

and gear transmission boxes, is

ranges and services.

ny, France, Romania, Russia and

AFM DEFUM’s mother company.



Ukraine. Exports account for 15%
of AFM DEFUM’s annual turnover,
which corresponds to 32 million
PLN. Why do customers turn
to AFM for their machine tools?
“One of our key strengths is our
highly experienced staff, many of
whom have been with us for many
years,” Mr. Bartkowiak underlines.
“Customers greatly appreciate our
advice, it’s one of the things that
makes us stand out. Our compeficiency-boosting machine options.

7
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Re-designed R550 vertical centre, exhibited by AFM
DEFUM’s partner Mexpol at the Metav Trade Fair in Düsseldorf

5-axis R1000 vertical centre, scheduled
for display at the STOM-TOOL Trade Fair
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Interview with Ewald Raben, CEO of Raben Group

Solid growth in a
solidly united Europe
Like many Western businesses, the Dutch logistics specialist Raben Group
went east after the fall of the Iron Curtain. 26 years ago, Ewald Raben,
the grandson of the company founder, set up the first international subsidiary in Poland – as a student and with modest Polish language skills.
Today, Raben Group is a major European player in the dynamically evolving logistics sector and has branches in twelve European countries,
10,000 employees, over one billion EUR in annual revenues and a strong
commitment to a solidly united European Union.

Currently the company has its own logistics network with 32 branches and 46 network locations across Germany in total

time, the Polish economy was not

4,000 vehicles. A milestone in the

very developed. It was a beauti-

development of Raben Group was

ful time because you could see

the opening of the independent

things changing around you every

company Raben Trans European

day: new highways, state-of-the-

Germany in 2005, which is part of

art shopping malls.” The move to

Raben Group’s European network.

Poland marked the beginning of

“Germany is one of the biggest

Raben’s international expansion.

markets in Europe, with 80 million

Up to 1991, the family-owned

consumers,” says Mr. Raben. “By

company had only operated in

the end of 2018, Germany will be

the Dutch market. Since then, it

the most important single market

has seen significant development.

for us. Since the beginning of this

“When we started, we had twelve

year we already have our own in-

employees and a turnover of five

dependent network in the country,

million EUR,” states Mr. Raben.

with 32 branches and 46 network

“Today, we have over 130 loca-

locations in total.”

The Raben Company was originally

in Poland. “I was 22 years old and

tions in twelve European countries:

founded by J. W. Raben in the

a student when I moved to Poland

the Czech Republic, Estonia, the

Raben Group is headquartered in

Netherlands in 1931. 60 years

and felt like a pioneer,” the CEO

Netherlands, Germany, Hungary,

the Netherlands. “Germany and

later, in 1991, his grandson Ewald

of the flourishing logistics group

Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, Slova-

Poland are the two biggest markets

Raben decided to start business

describes the beginnings. “At that

kia, Ukraine, Romania and Italy,

for us,” states Mr. Raben who not

employ a total of 10,000 people

only was Entrepreneur of the Year

and have revenues of 1.1 billion

in Poland 2012 but knows the

EUR. We have more than 1.1 mil-

logistics business inside out. He

lion square meters of warehousing

has driven trucks, picked pallets

space under management and a

and initiated many campaigns

fleet of over 7,000 vehicles.” In

promoting road safety and stress-

Poland alone, Raben has almost

ing the importance of logistics

5,000 employees, 530,000 m2 of

(www.transport-is-necessary.com).

storage facilities, 53 locations and

Raben Group offers comprehen-

With branches in twelve European countries, Raben Group is the leading logistics provider in Central Europe

EUROPEAN

business
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Raben Group

ul. Zbożowa 1
62-023 Robakowo · Poland
 +48 61 8988800
 +48 61 8988801
 headoffice.info@raben-group.com
 www.raben-group.com

Raben Trans European Germany GmbH
Mannheim Branch Office
Essener Strasse 58
68219 Mannheim · Germany
 +49 621 8039 0
 mannheim.info@raben-group.com
 www.raben-group.com
sive logistics services – contract

“We aim to be a trendsetter in our

logistics, road network (domestic,

sector by providing added value

international and East), Fresh

through sustainable solutions,”

Logistics (food transport in temper-

says Mr. Raben.

ature-controlled services), FTL and
intermodal transport, sea and air

While operating in a clear growth

freight and Lead Logistics Provider

market with recovering economies,

services that integrate all logis-

Raben sees several major chal-

tics operations in the customer’s

lenges. “Political protectionism,

supply chain. The company has

especially in Western Europe, is

customers in diverse industrial

increasing,” explains Mr. Raben.

sectors, including automotive,

“And there is growing social dump-

chemical, food, fast-moving con-

ing in Europe to the disadvantage

sumer goods (FMCG) in both the

of the truck drivers. We are against

food and non-food markets as

this development and believe that

well as retail and technology. In all

every driver should be home for

market segments and industries,

the weekend with his family. Last

Raben Group aims to become a

but not least, the labour market is

leader by enabling its customers

very difficult. It is getting harder

to sustain and enhance their com-

to hire skilled labour.” Despite

chains, its early adoption of digital

it is very much about believing in

petitive edge. “We create our cus-

these challenges, Raben Group is

solutions in the logistics industry –

the business you are running. You

tomers’ competitiveness through

expanding dynamically, both or-

Raben Group aims to become the

need to believe in the market you

cost and quality leadership backed

ganically and through acquisitions.

first paperless company in Poland

are in and the people who work

by friendly service,” Mr. Raben de-

“Regarding our geographical cov-

– and its strong dedication to the

with you.” Ewald Raben not only

scribes the company’s mission. At

erage, we are the number one lo-

principles of sustainable develop-

believes in family values but also in

the same time, Raben Group is a

gistics provider in Central Europe,”

ment. “And we are a family en-

the values of the European Union.

socially responsible business com-

states Mr. Raben. The uninterrupt-

terprise with a human face which

“We need to get back to a joint,

mitted to environmental protection,

ed success of the company is also

is close to its customers and their

solidly united Europe where all the

employee welfare and positive

the result of constant innovations

individual needs,” adds Mr. Ra-

countries work together as a union

relations with the local community.

in managing its customers’ supply

ben. “From the family perspective,

again,” concludes Mr. Raben.

www.european-business.com
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Raben Group has a fleet of over 7,000 vehicles and more than 1.1 million square
meters of warehousing space

Interview with Peter Wagner, Director of International Cooperation at
Górskie Resorty

A hidden gem in Poland
European integration has been going on for a while now. Despite that, many business and
leisure travellers still seem to miss out on what is going on in the aspiring east of Europe:
The installation of brand new hot spots in the international hospitality industry that cater to
even the most demanding guests.

Breakfast and dining facilities are modern and bright

A spacious pool is always the centerpiece at the resorts, both ...

... inside and outside

Famliy apartments at the resorts have
kitchenettes

Peter Wagner knows this very

Resorty is developing in the idyllic

with loads of fresh air and great

Growth keeps Mr. Wagner busy.

well. In his position as Director of

mountain range near the German

conditions for hiking or mountain

But he still lives his philosophy: “I

International Cooperation at Gór-

border is best reflected in the

biking. Families in particular enjoy

think especially in the hospitality

skie Resorty, his primary task is to

sheer numbers of accommoda-

staying with us. The kids can have

industry you have to lead by exam-

spread that word about the hidden

tions: The Osada Śnieżka and

fun while their parents relax. The

ple. I sometimes sweat the small

gems open to worldwide travellers

the Blue Mountain Resort, which

return rate of our guests is very

stuff just like my team members.

in Poland. “I have an international

opened on 1 July nearby, can ac-

high.” More recently, companies

That for me is the groundwork for

track record in the hospitality in-

commodate up to 1,950 guests.

started discovering the benefits of

success.”

dustry: the Middle East, New York,

“That sounds like a big number of

Osada Śnieżka as well for things

St. Moritz but I have rarely encoun-

people crowded into a resort. But

like product presentations. “Cor-

tered such great conditions to start

our resorts provide a lot of space.

porate clients know we accom-

brand-new hotel resorts as I have

The concept of Osada Śnieżka for

modate their potential customers.

here in Poland. The settings are

instance is that of a mountain vil-

And when people are on vacation

fabulous, the employees very dedi-

lage – a village that is inviting and

and enjoy themselves, they are

cated and all this is mirrored in the

cozy,” Peter Wagner explains. “All

more likely to take a closer look

feedback from our guests that they

this comes with a lot of facilities

at new products. I think there is

are having a great time with us.”

of course, including pools and a

more corporate business out there

The growing popularity of the va-

spa, sports, a fun park for kids,

with two new resorts opening up

cation resorts the group Górskie

all embedded in the mountains

in 2018/19,“ Peter Wagner notes.



Osada Śnieżka

ul. Spacerowa 8 - 13
58-508 Łomnica
Poland
 +48 756 126693
 +48 660 749900

Bedrooms are modern and bright

EUROPEAN
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The resort is a modern but cozy village
in the mountains

Nearby sports facilities are highly popular amongst guests of all ages

 rezerwacja@
osada-sniezka.com
 www.gorskieresorty.pl
www.european-business.com 10

Interview with Jakub Stanczak, Sales and Purchasing Manager of
Taskoprojekt Sp. z o.o.

The rise of the machines
If robots are going to take over the world, then their rise is likely to start on a car assembly
line. There, robots greatly outnumber human operators and their work rate and precision are
nothing short of relentless. Sadly for them, but good news for humankind, they are only capable of doing what their human masters command. For now. Robotic line builder Taskoprojekt Sp. z o.o. in Poland is not worried about science fiction but how science and engineering
can help build even better robotic lines in the future. With over 20 years of experience in the
sector, it is already operating at the cutting edge of a hugely competitive industry.
automotive sector works to exact-

Many of the young people who

ing standards and must conform

train in this area are heading west

to even tighter quality norms,”

in search of career opportunities.

says Mr. Stanczak. “We operate

That is why we have invested in

at the top end of the market and

internal training for existing staff

can supply assembly robotic lines

and new employees to ensure that

for the highest quality car bodies.

we can continue to attract the best

Getting this message across, how-

candidates.”

ever, is sometimes a challenge as

Robots have taken over the car assembly line thanks to their tireless productivity
and precision

we still have to combat prejudices

It is not just human input that

about Polish companies. We let the

counts, however. Industry 4.0

quality of our work speak for itself

and digitalization, particularly in

and have been able to win many of

documentation, are also having an

the top players in the industry as

effect. “Organization structures are

our customers.”

changing and engineering costs

In the interest of efficiency and

allow the robots’ movements to be

productivity, the automotive in-

precisely programmed. “It is not

One of Taskoprojekt’s key advan-

“These are processes that we are

dustry has placed its faith firmly

unusual to have six robots work-

tages is its flexibility. “We are very

already implementing internally

in automation. In particular, the

ing simultaneously on one vehicle,

adaptable and go the extra mile to

and will ensure we remain com-

assembly of bodywork parts is

each one’s movements perfectly

meet our customers’ requirements,

petitive in the future.”

now largely carried out by robots

choreographed for optimum ef-

even if that means laying on ex-

performing tasks such as welding,

ficiency,” says Sales and Purchas-

tra shifts at weekends,” points

joining and riveting with tireless

ing Manager Jakub Stanczak. “Our

out Mr. Stanczak. “Fulfilling the

precision and speed. The range

production lines and robotic cells

standards laid out by the customer

of production technologies of-

are designed completely in accord-

is our overriding priority.” This ap-

fered by Taskoprojekt includes

ance with the customer’s require-

proach has allowed Taskoprojekt

spot welding, arc welding, stud

ments but can also be supplied

to punch above its weight in a

welding, projection welding, glu-

from our standard range.”

highly competitive market. “Our
prices compare favourably with the

plasma cutting, riveting and laser

Around 99% of Taskoprojekt’s

competition while our flat manage-

welding. This exhaustive portfolio

work is on behalf of clients in the

ment hierarchy makes us particu-

of automated actions is sup-

automotive industry. It supplies

larly efficient. The one area that is

ported by an equally wide range

the car makers directly and their

potentially problematic is finding

of software programmes which

OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers. “The

suitably qualified new employees.

11 www.european-business.com



Taskoprojekt Sp. z o.o.
ul. Mogileńska 50
61044 Poznań
Poland

 +48 61 8730200
 info@taskoprojekt.com.pl
 www.taskoprojekt.com
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ing, roller hemming, clinching,

are rising,” says Mr. Stanczak.

Interview with Jacek Wesołowski, Director of Project Development, Construction Management &
Project Management for Trei Real Estate Poland Sp. z o.o.

Small cities with great potential
Tengelmann is a diversified retail group and one of Germany’s largest family enterprises. The
company’s real estate subsidiary, Trei Real Estate, manages and develops a broad portfolio of
commercial and residential properties in Germany, Eastern Europe, Portugal and the USA. In
Poland, its main focus is on the dynamically evolving market for retail parks in smaller cities
as the market for city-center shopping malls is already close to saturation. With Poland having comparatively many small cities, the potential for growth is almost unlimited.

Under construction: new VENDO PARK retail park in Skierniewice

New project: VENDO PARK retail park in Dabrowa Gornicza

Trei Real Estate – Trei stands for

strong regions. In Poland, as well

with fast decision-making. “We

rently have three projects under

Tengelmann Real Estate Interna-

as in the Czech Republic and Slo-

can decide to buy a property for

construction, and two more will

tional – is the real estate division

vakia, the company’s focus is on

developing a new shopping center

be starting soon.” The retail parks

of the Tengelmann retail group in

developing retail parks under the

within less than a month.”

developed by Trei Real Estate

Germany. Based in Mülheim in

brand VENDO PARK (www.vendo-

North-Rhine Westphalia, the com-

park.com). “There is significant

Poland are a combination of food
The company specializes in small
m 2,

in

and non-food shops. In the food

pany manages and develops com-

potential for new retail parks in

retail parks, up to 8,000

mercial and residential properties

Poland,” says Jacek Wesołowski,

smaller cities with about 15,000

with large chains such as Kauf-

in Germany, the Czech Republic,

Director of Project Development,

inhabitants. To date, Trei Real

land, Lidl or Intermarché. Non-

Poland, Slovakia, Portugal and the

Construction Management & Pro-

Estate has developed four VENDO

food park tenants include fashion

USA. The current real estate port-

ject Management. Altogether, Trei

PARK retail parks in Poland. “In

stores and shoe stores, drugstores,

folio is valued at one billion EUR,

Real Estate Poland is responsible

the last twelve months, we have

hairdresser’s and many more.

with properties worth another 350

for 110 properties throughout the

acquired ten new properties, and

“We work together with 30 to 40

million EUR under development.

country. “This gives us a natural

by the end of the year we shall

national and international brands,”

The great majority – about 98% –

revenue stream and easy access

have nine permits for additional

says Mr. Wesołowski. “The latest

of the properties are rented to non-

to new properties,” states Mr.

VENDO PARK retail parks,” Mr.

addition to our portfolio is Action

group companies. Trei Real Estate

Wesołowski who likes working for a

Wesołowski says, describing the

from the Netherlands.” The new-

primarily invests in economically

high-growth, competitive business

amazing development. “We cur-

est VENDO PARK was opened in

EUROPEAN
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segment, the company cooperates
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Trei Real Estate Poland Sp. z o.o.
ul. Wspólna 47/49
00-684 Warsaw
Poland

 +48 22 4276301
 +48 22 4276330
 poland@treirealestate.com
 www.treirealestate.com

Opened in 2013: the VENDO PARK retail park in Nysa

Mińsk Mazowiecki last November

New project: VENDO PARK retail park in Warsaw

ates with many chain customers,

ceremonies and special shop-

just as important. Cooperation

the company does not have to ne-

ping events. “We take a long-term

with the local property owners is

altogether. Located about 40 km

gotiate each individual tenant con-

view to all our properties and want

very smooth and professional.

from Warsaw, the new retail park

tract. “Our partners know us from

them to develop sustainably,” Mr.

And we have a fantastic team and

offers an attractive combination of

several previous projects,” states

Wesołowski notes, outlineing the

excellent working climate.” In

national and international trading

Mr. Wesołowski. “Our challenge

philosophy of Trei Real Estate. Trei

addition to further advancing its

businesses and food outlets. The

rather is that Poland is so big and

Real Estate is the clear market

position in retail parks, Trei Real

other three retail parks already

offers so many more opportunities.

leader in Poland in the segment

Estate Poland is thinking about

successfully developed by Trei

Poland has about 140 cities with

of small city retail parks, despite

establishing a second real estate

Real Estate Poland are situated in

about 20,000 inhabitants. This of-

there often being very strong lo-

product and either developing big-

Chelm, Milanówek and Nysa. “We

fers great potential for expanding

cal competition. “We have more

ger retail centers, too, or entering

go to smaller cities without large,

to many other locations.”

funds, though, and are more

the residential market. “The latter

reliable, thanks to the backing

will probably be more promising

– the

4th

in Poland and the

13th

national or international competitors,” explains Mr. Wesołowski.

Trei Real Estate Poland not only

through our parent company,”

as our focus on small retail parks

“People there have no easy access

acquires and develops retail

says Mr. Wesołowski. “We are an

has been tried and tested, and we

to major shopping malls. We give

properties. The company also

experienced developer, with a

have in-depth residential know-

them a convenient, local alterna-

provides added-value services like

good track record. There are two

how in the Group,” concludes Mr.

tive.” As Trei Real Estate cooper-

parking, air-conditioning, opening

more issues, however, which are

Wesołowski.

business
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Interview with Maciej Ekstedt, Commercial Director and Member of
the Board of Prime Construction Sp z o.o. Sp.K

The design and build experts
Different industries naturally go through changes, and the construction industry is no exception. Interest is growing in the design and build part of the sector. Prime Construction Sp. z
o.o. Sp.K, headquartered in Poland, is an expert in creating and implementing this concept
for commercial and private clients alike. The firm is knowledgeable about building in different
countries and industries, and is ready to handle your next project.
Design-Build (D-B) is becoming

and then continue to come back

decide if they would rather invest

tion plans to remain the leader in

more popular in the construction

for future projects due to the com-

more initially and contract a more

its current market, aims to keep

industry because it minimizes risk

pany’s three core values. Value

expensive project that will reduce

the company internally strong as it

for the project owner. It also re-

one is safety. “Safety is extremely

overhead costs over time.”

grows, achieve sustainable growth

duces the amount of time needed

important for the workers complet-

to complete the project, because

ing the project and for the finished

Recent projects completed by

and stay flexible enough to meet its

the design phase and construc-

build, since it must be a safe

the firm, where customers can

clients’ needs.

tion phase overlap. “We create the

structure to live or work in, long

see these values in action, are a

concept for the project, show it to

into the future,” says Mr. Ekstedt.

23,000 m2 factory extension and

the client and, if they like it, we

The business has received many

warehouse built for the US com-

make the technical specifications,

awards for having the safest con-

pany Victaulic 150 km away from

which includes a fixed price,” ex-

structions on the market. Value two

Prime Construction’s headquarters

plains Maciej Ekstedt, Commercial

is trust. Clients know that they can

in Szczecin, and an 18,000 m2

Director and Member of the Board.

trust the word of the company’s

building for the Swedish company

The company also takes care of

representatives. Value three is

Calix-Klippan that consisted of

all the administrative services and

good quality. “We offer a service

two indoor factories with storage,

delivers a turn-key build. Prime

called ‘value engineering’,” adds

the construction of the 12,000 m2

Construction is a general contrac-

Mr. Ekstedt. “For example, the

Black Pearl apartment building in

tor that employs its own managers

construction of the building may

Szczecin and many more. Custom-

and supervisors, but subcontracts

be cheap, but it will be expensive

ers include, Drobimex, Jupiter,

the workers that are employed on

to heat or light later on. Prime

Backer, Klippan, Rockwool, KK

each individual contract.

Construction shows its clients

Wind Solutions and several others.

Clients initially come to the firm

these estimates, which helps them

Going forward, Prime Construc-

The Radiometer, a medical factory in Stargard, was
built according to highest international standards
EUROPEAN
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while maintaining a high turnover

The extension of KK Wind Solution’s factory was completed
while the factory stayed active



Prime Construction Sp.
z o.o. Sp.K
Rodakowskiego 1/2
71345 Szczecin
Poland
 +48 91 4220885
 +48 91 4220884
 info@primeconstruction.pl
 www.primeconstruction.pl

The Black Pearl included a lot of intricate glass
work that Prime Construction handled expertly
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Interview with Krzysztof Tiunajtis, Chairman of the Board of
Ekofinn-Pol Sp. z o.o.

Keeping the air and water clean
Purification of the water we drink and the air we breathe keeps us healthy and gives us an
improved quality of life. Making the process biological rather than totally mechanical, also
takes stress off the environment. Ekofinn-Pol Sp. z o.o., headquartered in Poland, is paving
the way with better air and water treatment options.
can also be used to remove coarse

perature all influence the process.

material, such as fibers in the tex-

The latest technology is based on

tile industry. “The area we’ve really

photocatalytic oxidation of odour

helped revolutionize across Poland

gas substances with ozone pro-

is the elimination of sludge drying

duced by UV lamps.

fields that were commonly used

Ekofinn-Pol’s products help purify water and air using environmentally friendly
methods. In the picture: the wastewater tank cover forms part of odour control system.

throughout the country,” adds Mr.

The firm is passionate about its

Tiunajtis. “Our systems for sludge

work and takes the health and

dewatering, in one enclosure, sep-

well-being of people and the en-

arated from the general environ-

vironment very seriously. Plans

ment, reduces environmental pol-

for the future include, developing

lution.” Today the use of our small

a new kind of screw press, and

MONOBELT belt presses carries

increasing its activities in sludge

out the process of sludge dewater-

granulation. The company will con-

ing in ever more environment and

tinue to provide exceptional after

user-friendly conditions.

sales service and remain a reliable

The company’s main method

and the system is sealed and in-

for handling smaller amounts of

sulated to minimize the impact of

Ekofinn-Pol is not only helping to

ates with and the clients it serves.

wastewater is BIOCLERE. This

seasonal temperature variations on

make the environment cleaner via

“We stick to our principles. Hon-

technology originates in Finland

the treatment process.

its wastewater treatment and sludge

esty is key,” adds Mr. Tiunajtis.

partner to the companies it cooper-

management techniques, but ac-

land. It is a simple septic tank

A second water treatment service

tively does so with its air purification

combined with a biological treat-

Ekofinn-Pol offers customers is

systems utilizing biofilters, gas ad-

ment set-up that is comprised of

sludge management. The firm

sorption or photocatalytic technolo-

a tank for mechanical separation,

has been partnered with Italian-

gies. These products have been

and a filter unit for the biological

based Teknofanghi since 1992,

designed for the odour neutraliza-

treatment process. “Organic ma-

and through this partnership, has

tion of the air discharged from mu-

terial is transformed into sludge

several sludge handling methods.

nicipal and industrial plants. “In the

biomass and stored for digestion

The DRAIMAD system dewaters

biological process of air purification,

and removal, whilst treated effluent

and bags sludge from industrial ef-

odours are removed by means of

can then be discharged safely to

fluent and wastewater plants. The

specialized micro-organisms im-

the soil or surface water,” explains

SCRUDRAIN system thickens the

mobilized into a natural bed,” says

Krzysztof Tiunajtis, Chairman of the

sludge and is used to increase the

Mr. Tiunajtis. Factors such as the

Board. Supplementary stages can

sludge concentration for biogas

proper bed structure, the correctly

be added to provide fully nitrified

reactors, thus enabling the use of

chosen micro-organisms, the size

final effluent or phosphate removal

smaller reactors. This equipment

of appliances, humidity and tem-

Ekofinn-Pol Sp. z o.o.
80-297 Banino
Gdansk, ul. Lesna
Poland

 +48 58 6848703
 +48 58 6849998
 ekofinn@ekofinn.pl
 www.ekofinn.pl
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Interview with Piotr Sledzinski, General Manager of Boccard Polska Sp. z.o.o.

A century of excellence
While Boccard may not be a familiar name to all our readers, the companies that they work
with are some of the biggest on the planet. From L’Oreal and Colgate to Avon, the familyowned French company Boccard has assisted them on their journey to global recognition.
Founded in 1918, and with brothers Bruno and Patrick Boccard at the helm, they are preparing to celebrate their 100th anniversary. European Business spoke with Piotr Sledzinski,
General Manager of Boccard Polska Sp. z. o.o., a sister company of Boccard SA about this
intriguing and evolving company.

Although Boccard Polska’s story

that prefabrication is done in their

only begins in 1996, they have

own workshop, using ‘skid’ modu-

clients in a huge range of differ-

lar systems to design and program

ent markets: from heavy industry,

all the separate automated parts.

petroleum and nuclear power

After that, they commission the

through to food, biotech, pharma,

plant in collaboration with the

beverage, and pharmaceutical. Mr.

clients and start the industrial

Sledzinski explains: “In technical

production process. Finally, they

terms, what Boccard actually does

ensure that the after-sales care

is design liquid-handling processes

and maintenance is at the high-

in so-called ‘turnkey’ projects,

est level their clients have come

which can easily deployed into

to expect. For example they offer

an existing business, system or

a centralized lubrication system

process, and used immediately

maintenance package – BocLube

once installed.” What this actually

– tailored to every customer’s

means in the case of Boccard, is

The company focusses on delivering solutions in a variety of different markets,
mainly related to the piping, and design process of liquids
EUROPEAN
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Boccard started with domestic-heating equipment, and is now expanding into the
food, cosmetics and chemical markets among others

exact equipment and operational

industries. This is especially true in

requirements.

the pharmaceutical industry, but

One large-scale project that Boc-

food markets also differ from each

card Polska is involved with is

other in key areas. Despite this,

shampoo production. Mr. Sledzins-

when it comes to cost-effective

ki elucidates: “We work with clients

mixing of powders and liquids,

such as L’Oreal, Colgate, Avon and

Boccard Polska are experts in

Oriflame. In the case of shampoo,

designing all the equipment neces-

we give advice on how it should

sary to handle the various steps.

be produced – with regards to in-

These include heating, mixing and

gredients storage and distribution.

chemical reactions in the equip-

These include key components like

ment. They focus on areas such

mixers and containers.” Although

as filtration, for example, because

the processes for handling liquids

it’s actually possible to achieve the

are generally similar, the regula-

same results with filtration as it is

tions and restrictions obviously

with heat, which can also cut down

differ quite significantly across

on energy costs.
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Boccard Polska Sp. z.o.o.
Aleje Jerozolimskie 270
05816 Michalowice
Poland
 +48 22 3800130
 +48 22 3800131
 poland@boccard.pl
 www.boccard.pl

Boccard subcontracts various services within the company structure – if technological expertise is needed in Poland, they can call in experts from France

Boccard’s company structure is

environment, there are actually

It is clear that Boccard Polska is

to expand locally in future – for

striking – it has 60 business units

fewer innovations than might be

more than ready for another 100

example in the power market, and

in 35 countries around the world

expected. In a changing world

years of excellence. The last word

produce more complex mixing and

including Peru, Russia and the

of communication, there is more

goes to Mr. Sledzinski, who has

homogenizing equipment. There

United Kingdom, all operating in-

and more ‘dehumanized’ contact,

been with Boccard Polska for

are challenges, but we are all keen

dependently. This ‘alliance for suc-

which brings its own challenges.

eleven years so far: “The key for

entrepreneurs! With each project

cess’ of localised business units

Boccard Polska still prefers per-

Boccard is maintaining an entre-

for our clients, we are constantly

gives it a competitive edge, and the

sonal contact with their clients,

preneurial approach, taking our

growing and developing. It’s never

owners are happy to be individual

although the company has also

own decisions responsibly and

boring, we explore new ideas every

entrepreneurs in the company,

found Facebook, Twitter, YouTube

trusting in the outcome. This al-

day.”

not just cogs in a monolithic global

and LinkedIn to be key tools for

lows us to deliver value to custom-

structure. Mr. Sledzinski enthuses:

promotion and expansion – far

ers without wasting time. We plan

“With local employees and strong

more than for example, interna-

know-how, Boccard Polska is very

tional conferences.



popular on the local market and
also in Western Europe, partly because of our lower costs. We are
flexible in all our projects, but the
methods and procedures we use

Boccard workshop for stainless steel
equipment production, in Michalowice,
close to Warsaw

are the same worldwide!”
There are some surprising challenges that Boccard Polska faces
– such as finding trained welders.
Poland has a renowned education system, and a good base of
well-qualified engineers. But finding personnel for comparatively
‘simple’ jobs can be a challenge,
because many welders have
moved to Western Europe. Also,
in a rather conservative business

business
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Interview with Drahomira Just, Managing Director of Hurtownie Elektryczne KOPEL Sp. z o.o.

Speeding to wholesale electrical
success
With 28 branches throughout Poland, Hurtownie Elektryzne KOPEL Sp. z o.o. is one of the
country’s leading wholesalers of electrical and electronic equipment. Boasting a product
range bristling with big name manufacturers, the company offers the wholesaling triumvirate
of high quality products, competitive prices and rapid service. Its focus on quality and constant improvement have won the Polish company numerous accolades and awards in a hugely competitive market. Managing Director Drahomira Just attributes its success to its adherence to traditional, family values.

Reborn under the name Hurtownie

20 years. However, incentive pro-

Elektryczne KOPEL in 2001 with

grammes alone are not enough

Chairman of the Board and owner

to engender the levels of loyalty

Zbigniew Srokowski, it continues to

KOPEL enjoys from its customers.

build on this sense of cooperation

The service provided and price

and community by expanding its

both have to be right too. With

network. “Last summer, we intro-

more than 500 renowned suppli-

duced a new loyalty programme

ers in its portfolio and 250,000

called KOPELGo for our custom-

different product lines, KOPEL is

ers,” says Ms. Just. “We have

a one-stop-shop for every imagi-

already signed up 900 of our cus-

nable electrical requirement. With

tomers to the programme, which

guaranteed 24-hour deliveries

offers a range of different incen-

for orders placed in 28 outlets

tives including training workshops,

throughout Poland, its service is

presents and get-togethers.” It

second to none.

joins KOPELGame; a similar pro-

KOPEL is headquartered in Toruń, home to the most modern speedway stadium in the
world and where the speedway world championships are held each October

gramme set up by the company for

“We have an enormous responsi-

its employees. “We believe in moti-

bility towards our customers which

vating our employees in a concrete

we do everything in our power to

way through a system of incentives

live up to,” says Ms. Just. “They

and rewards that they can really

have to be able to rely on us to

get behind,” explains Ms. Just. “It

safeguard their investment. We see

also conveys the message that it

ourselves as partners rather than

is not just our customers that are

simply suppliers and offer a broad

important to the company.”

palette of services that includes
design, technical consultancy,

The success of this approach can

financial consulting and legal ad-

KOPEL believes strongly in com-

to establish a long-term, coopera-

be seen in the fact that around

vice. Our customers know that they

munity. Founded in 1988 under

tive collaboration between its em-

20% of its employees have been

can rely on us both when business

the name Kooperacja, its goal was

ployees, customers and suppliers.

with the company for more than

is good and when things go awry.”

EUROPEAN
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Hurtownie Elektryczne KOPEL Sp. z o.o.
ul. Polna 107
87100 Toruń
Poland

 +48 56 6691400
 +48 56 6691414
 hurtownia@kopel.com.pl
 www.kopel.pl

Relationships therefore form the

What customers can also look

basis of a company that is now a

forward to are constant improve-

major player in the market with

ments to KOPEL’s service. “We are

250 employees and annual turno-

always looking at ways to improve

ver of 200 million PLZ. For many

our organization and efficiency in

years, its headquarters have been

order to ensure we stay one step

located in Toruń, a large city in

ahead of the competition,” says

northern Poland that is known as

Ms. Just. “Our philosophy is as

a center for motorcycle speedway

follows: plan, implement, evaluate,

and has one of the world’s newest

improve. By continually repeat-

speedway stadia. “The speedway

ing the cycle, we ensure that our

world championships are held

service is the best it can be at any

has on stock in its warehouse and

here each October and we always

moment in time.”

track the status of pending orders.

Thanks to its state-of-the-art warehouse and modern logistics, KOPEL guarantees
deliveries within 24 hours of receiving an order

“We are well set up but we can nev-

invite our customers, suppliers and
employees to the event,” says Ms.

KOPEL is also keen to embrace

er afford to rest,” concludes

Just. “It has become something

modern technology in as far as it

Ms. Just.

of a tradition for our company and

can improve its service. A new mo-

something for our customers to

bile app will be launched at the end

look forward to.”

of 2017 which will allow customers



to see what goods it currently

business
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